
Concerns Regarding The Three Sisters Mountain Village and  

Smith Creek Area Structure Plans 

 

I am a full-time resident of Canmore.  Having lived and travelled in many areas of the 

world, I have chosen Canmore to be my home, and with many good reasons.  However, 

many of these reasons will be negated by the proposed TSMV and Smith Creek ASP 

developments. 

The recent events surrounding the TSMV and Smith Creek ASP developments as per 

Bylaws 2021-05 and 2021-06 are extremely concerning and unsettling.  It is 

unfathomable to me that this topic is once again on the agenda, and during a global 

pandemic no less. 

I have outlined my concerns and absolute rejection of the Bylaws 2021-05 and 

2021-06: 

1. Proposal is not consistent with Canmore’s MDP:   

a. TSMV’s proposals conflict with Canmore’s Municipal Development Plan  

and violates several of our community’s agreements, bylaws and 

guidelines. Development is proposed outside of Canmore’s eastern 

municipal growth boundary which is required to manage the Town’s 

developmental footprint. 

b. Current Wildlife Conservation zoning intends for Thunderstone Quarry to be 

reclaimed back to its natural state and not to be further developed.  Further 

development will violate long-term viability for wildlife. 

c. The unfinished golf course needs to be kept as a wildlife corridor buffer and 

not further developed. 

This proposal is unhealthy and unsustainable for our community and 

wildlife. 

 

2. Population Control:  

a. TSMV's ASP proposes adding between 11,000-16,000 residents.  This 

effectively doubles Canmore’s population while the geographic, 

environmental, financial and social constraints have not changed.   

b. This overcrowding will severely diminish physical, psychological, emotional 

and spiritual health of all residents. 

This proposal is unhealthy and unsustainable for our community. 

 



3.  Natural disasters: 

a. Wildfires, and extensive overland flooding are significantly increasing risks to 

the Bow Valley.  They have occurred and will occur again, without a doubt, in 

our future.  There is also a risk of earthquakes, albeit somewhat lower. 

b. With the significantly increased population proposed by TSMV, in an already 

congested corridor, there will be extreme difficulty in executing a safe, rapid 

and efficient evacuation during a disaster of all areas of South Canmore.  This 

congestion at this “pinchpoint” has a significant potential to cause an increase 

in mortality during an evacuation. 

c. The current Covid-19 pandemic has taught us many lessons about the 

challenges of living in a congested environment during a pandemic.  Canmore 

has done well to date wrt Covid cases and deaths in part due to our current 

population numbers.  TSMV is planning a more congested living environment 

which will clearly add to more morbidity and mortality during future 

pandemics.  And to be sure, there will be more biomedical disasters. 

This proposal is unhealthy and unsustainable and will lead to more 

morbidity and mortality in our community. 

 

4. Affordable Housing: 

a. Canmore is among the most expensive communities in Canada. It is difficult 

for young families and support workers to live here, especially in the 

hospitality and tourism sectors. 

b. The best use for these lands would be to provide partnerships and 

opportunities to significantly increase the availability of safe affordable 

housing. This is not available in the current plans.  

c. TSMV ultimately has no intentions of building Vital Homes.  TSMV is catering 

to people desiring secondary homes/vacation homes and in general these 

homes will not be occupied by permanent residents. 

This proposal does not provide adequate and sustainable affordable 

housing. 

 

5.  Undermining Risks: 

a. Sinkholes have and will continue to occur underneath this TSMV property.  

This is why this land was previously only approved for a golf course and not 

for residential or commercial development. 

 



b. The developer and its engineers will be responsible for mitigating the damage 

caused by sinkholes that occur within 10 years of development. After that, 

Canmore and Alberta taxpayers will have to foot the bill.  

 

c. Canmore will have to pay for any damaged infrastructure. 

This proposal is unhealthy and unsustainable for our community.    

 

6.  Wildlife Corridors: 

a. This TSMV development will negatively impact all wildlife corridors.  It will     

negate the more recent and successful efforts to improve wildlife corridors 

and flow especially of bears, wolves and elk.  This will leave to isolation and 

eventual extinction of these species. 

b. According to the Bow Corridor Ecosystem Advisory Group (BCEAG) — a 

collaboration between the Government of Alberta, Town of Canmore, Banff 

National Park, and the MD of Bighorn — a corridor one kilometre in length 

requires a base width of 350 metres. For every additional kilometre of length, 

an additional 100 metres of width is required. The Three Sisters corridor is 

approximately 10 km in length. Scientists have recommended a corridor of 

850–1000 m in width. 

c. The corridor proposed by TSMV and is less than 450 m wide, and also 

includes slopes greater than 25 degrees, which research has shown animals 

are unlikely to use. 

d. TSMV proposes the use of a hard boundary (fence) for the development 

which has many inherent problems and expenses. 

This proposal is unhealthy and unsustainable for our community and 

wildlife. 

7.  Climate Change: 

a. Many of the residences will be vacation, tourist or second homes which 

will often times be empty but still need to be heated throughout the year. 

b. There is no enforceable commitment from TSMV for the development of 

net-zero homes or neighbourhoods currently being developed elsewhere 

in Canada. 



c. Large volumes of cement will be required to mitigate all the underground 

mining shafts TSMV proposes to build on. 

d. Canmore declared a Climate Emergency in 2019.  This proposal is an 

insult and an embarrassment. 

This proposal is unhealthy and unsustainable for our community, 

wildlife and the world. 

8.  Financial Burden: 

a. Residential development costs more in long-term municipal servicing than 

it generates in municipal taxes.   

b. Commercial development revenues usually offset the expense of 

servicing residential areas. 

c. In the last 2 decades, TSMV has not built the promised commercial 

development, focusing instead on residential housing.  While this is more 

lucrative to TSMV, it increases the burden of municipal servicing which 

will ultimately be paid for by Canmore taxpayers. 

d. Of note, the previous TSMV proposal for what is now the Village ASP 

area called for 100 percent commercial resort development. However, the 

current Village ASP, states only between 15 and 20 percent commercial 

development.  Historically speaking, TSMV most likely will negotiate its 

way out of providing any commercial development. 

This proposal is unhealthy and unsustainable for our community. 

We are in a Global Pandemic and a Global Climate Crisis.  The Town of Canmore 

Mayor and Council members need to focus on the immediate survival and improvement 

of our health and safety, community, wildlife and our place in the world.   

The current TSMV and Smith Creek ASP developments are contrary to my values as a 

member of this community.  No further time, money or energy should be invested in 

entertaining Bylaws 2021-05 and 2021-06. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Booth   

104 Rundle Pt,  
Canmore AB,  
T1W 2P4 


